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About This Game

Dark Matter is a 2.5D side-scrolling survival horror game, set in a derelict spaceship besieged by a sinister alien presence, and
infested with deadly parasites. As the Ensign, you must explore fetid hallways and abandoned facilities, scavenging for parts and

blueprints, expanding your arsenal to up to four deadly weapons and freely customize each to fit your combat style against
intelligent, reactive enemies. Dark Matter delivers a hard-hitting take on the survival horror genre in deep space, with a heavy

emphasis on tactical combat and exploration.

Story

Out of breath, you run into the door, slamming against its cold metal surface. The clicking of scuttling claws recedes into the
distance, swallowed by the pitch black oblivion behind you. You know better than to feel safe. There are too many infested at
your back, and another blank metal door ahead. With a quick reflex you check your ammo supplies, and slot a fresh magazine
into your shotgun. With a quicker prayer, you flick the switch and open the door. The metal jaws open on endless night you

don’t dare pierce with your flashlight, not to disturb those things that live in shadow. By the pale bioluminescence that washes up
from the floor grates, you piece together the picture of a corridor, and what could be a stretch of exploding pods. Just beyond,

the silhouette of a fully grown crawler stirs.

Grinning in the dark, you turn on the weapon’s flashlight, and point it straight down the corridor. Predictably, the blisters swell
up to full irritation, ready to explode at the slightest touch. The crawler turns to hiss at you, instantly aroused by the light, and

your presence. In your mind’s eye, it dumbly rushes forward into the blister pods to kill itself, saving you precious ammo.

It takes a precious moment to adjust to reality when the sleek shape crouches and jumps towards you instead. There is time for
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just one panicked shot before the inevitable flight, as you run for your life, barely keeping ahead of the claws slashing for you.
In a moment of adrenaline-fuelled inspiration, you slam the wall panel as you retreat past the chamber’s door. The heavy,

powerful mechanism smoothly slices the crawler in half just before the critter can reach and disembowel you. There is no time
to congratulate yourself, as you hear a familiar hissing from above...

Key features:

14 levels in a gritty tale of deep space survival

4 weapons, and 4 ammo types. Elemental ammo effects that allow you to freeze, dissolve or set fire to your enemies.

Three craftable upgrades to customize your weapons.

Collect scrap and alien resources to craft your own tools and health packs.

Invest in the weapons and upgrades you prefer, develop your own combat techniques.

Non-linear exploration and storytelling with complex enemy AI that reacts to the player’s actions and tactics.

Light and darkness are integral parts of gameplay, not just visual touches.

Uncompromisingly real-time lights and shadow casting for spine-tingling moments of pure, darkness-fuelled terror.

Clean, hand-painted textures and custom shading techniques are combined in a unique visual style.

Dynamic soundtrack that adapts to gameplay circumstances.
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Title: Dark Matter
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
InterWave Studios
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core Duo Processor (2.4 GHz or better)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0 compatible videocard, 256 MB nVidia or ATI graphics card

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,German
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Cute casual game. Fun for kids and adults. I love spending a little time playing this game. I can't make a bridge to save my life.
Oh well it is a playground after all.. Very bad. I've played 8 minutes and I found a hacker. Gameplay is poor.. Good game, and I
liked the main character.
I think my recorded time is low because I had to play the first chunk offline (tornado = power outage and no internet).

A few of the puzzles are challenging, and the hidden object scenes are fair, but not easy. Though that last bit could just be me
having issues with the "shape" style of HO scene, where you also have to figure out the purpose for each item you collect.
The art and music are good, and the voice acting is generally fine, except that "pestle" isn't pronounced "pest-ell".

My only real complaint is about story flow. The intro is great, and the early part is engaging: girl acquires strange power and is
being hunted. The hunters aren't stupid, and they have a good reason to find the girl. So far, so good. I thought we'd find out
about the woman in the intro, and why the girl was chosen, etc. Put another way, I expected a touch of fantasy or mythology
(with the phoenix on the main screen), and I got an oddly steampunk feel (lots of broken machines), with a hint of far future.
It's not that the story concept is bad. It's quite interesting. It's just that the images (typical leathers, robes, leggings etc) and the
quests fit oddly, somehow. And there are lots of questions left over, even though the story itself has a clear and reasonably
satisfying ending.

End of day thoughts:
there must be a sequel and I just haven't found it;
the adults our heroine meets after leaving home could be a lot more helpful;
this game does well on having HO scenes that truly blend into the game (not random piles);
how does a young teen carry an entire boat engine?;
some of the fast travel is a little silly - like being able to just come and go from "dangerous" areas at will;
I liked the collectibles in this game;
some of the achievements are *hard*;
I enjoyed the game and would give it a solid 8.5/10.. Very retro game, but a bit unstable, and it doesn't quite do justice to its
name and what it implies.

It is a very simple drawn god sim, where you first create land in an infinate oceanic environment, where then 2 survivors are
added. Then its just a matter of building houses, farms, mines and whatnot to facilitate the production of resources needed to
feed the inhabitants and the expansion of your settlement.
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Like I said, the graphics are very simple, as is the sound / music. As is the interface, but I would even go further than just calling
it simple, as it is lacking as well; Some resources are simply not shown and others are insufficiently elaborated.

The help gives you some idea, but a lot of functionality simply doesn't seem to be in the game, such as the upgrading of
buildings. I got 1 building to try to upgrade, followed by a game crash...so...ya...there's that...

Might be something for the collectors out there that want a simple island editor, which is all it seems to be (again, you need to
actually create the island yourself), for a 5 minute break at work or something, because that is really all it is good for...

It seems like a project for a beginning developer (and one that has a LOOONG way to go), which is in itself not a bad thing. But
maybe it could use some more work, or not be made available to the public, or at least not Steam. This may not be the right
platform to publish this early work on. There are a lot of communities and platforms out there that this sort of thing is great for,
but Steam users generally expect a little bit...more.... \u6211\u7684\u516c\u53f8\u5168\u662f\u5200\u5854\u4e3b\u64ad\u713
6\u540e\u4e24\u4e2a\u6708\u5c31\u7834\u4ea7\u4e86
10\/10. MY GOD this game is good. The puzzles are challenging, but not annoyingly hard. The story is decent, and you're not
bombarded with it. There is more gameplay than cutscenes, which I always love. The only part of this game that I don't like is
that it was over way too quick.. This game is terrible. I don\u2019t even know where to begin. I\u2019m not going to hate the
graphics as they help set the more laid back and casual tone of the game but I will call out the horrible animations. Look at a
game like Strider, which is what it feels like this game wants to be to an extent, when you push the attack button there\u2019s
this really cool sound and the enemies get a little bit of hit sun and there\u2019s a little light that pops on them to signal you hit
them. It\u2019s satisfying. In this game the character kinda sloppily waves his sword around and the enemy just kind of dies
after a while. Oh and ninja stars and AK47 bullets have the same graphic! And I feel there\u2019s a lot of questionable design
decisions like that in this game.
Like why can I only double jump at certain times? Why is it I can only jump slightly upwards or be committed to a record
attempt at the horizontal long jump? Why can I push up wanting to go upwards on a wall and get hurled across the screen.
Here\u2019s a good one, why is it I can be walking along the ground just fine but I go beyond one girder and all of a sudden the
floor instakills me? For real that\u2019s a design choice in the game. There\u2019s no indication either that floor past a piece
of scenery, that looks exactly like the floor before and after it, will instantly kill you. These are very bad examples of game
design. The game does very little to teach you anything. The most it does is give you like a ghost you to run ahead and show you
how you\u2019re supposed to make various jumps. As mentioned earlier though, the game is very finicky about double jumps
wall jumps. Thank god it gives you like 10 hearts that take 4 hits a heart. You\u2019d never survive more than the first half of
the level that way. See you\u2019ll first try to kill enemies, realize how boring that is, then you\u2019ll try to jump over them to
skip them. When you do that you\u2019ll discover all you\u2019re going to do is bounce on their heads like a non-performing
Mario. Huh, there\u2019s actually nothing I can think to say positive about the game other than the music is very fitting.
Folks I couldn\u2019t play this game more than 20 minutes. When I say this game is bad believe me this game is bad.
Don\u2019t give your money up for this schlock. Spend the extra 10$ and get Strider.
. First off, when the game itself was running properly, I even got the snake up to 15:89 in infinite mode and I was pretty proud
of that, I really enjoyed playing this game -- when it was working well.

The first few minutes it's fine and then the achievements stops popping up and the screen just locks and freezes up. I had to do
ctrl+alt+del each time it did that to unfreeze it, and at one time, I had to restart Steam because the game crashed. Such an
inconvenience especially when I just wanted to enjoy the game itself.

Had it not been doing all that, I would have recommended this simple retro game. But... it is what it is, and I had to begrudgingly
request a refund. I would love to see a better version of this game and play it.. Fun and enjoyable, maybe even a bit addicting
game to play with friends.

Bots are allright, but after while you start to learn their pattern, and beat them again and again.

If you have friends to play with, I recommend this game.
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It's worth playing if you got it in the SS complete pack. I recently took advantage of Greenmangaming's sale over the weekend,
and bought 6 games. One of these, unfortunately, was Alice VR.

Apparently this game does not support touch controls. There are at least 6 ways to launch this game, with the majority of them
being different ways to play on Oculus. With every method of launching the game, it crashes when you push any button on the
touch controllers.

I would just use an Xbox controller, but the Marvel bundle of the Rift doesn't include a controller adapter, and I'm trying not to
shill out the money for one right now.

Steam can't refund because it was bought through GMG, and GMG doesn't do refunds. At least I bought it on sale?

Edit: I beat the game, and boy oh boy it is not fun. Walking simulator, barely any story or decision, and literally the only time
I've closed my eyes because the game made me sick. Avoid.. Too easy, really. Some of the power-ups are completely
unnecessary. It will take you 4-5 runs max to get all achievements except one. That last one requires you to destroy 10 000
planes. That kind of grind is huge minus in my book. There are far better shooters out there, so I can\u2019t recommend this
one.. Short puzzle game that other than the nice trippy visuals, is awful, slow and tedious.. Interesting idea & concept but doesn't
really make a good game it would have worked better as a visual novel. Presentation is a bit cheap and gameplay is very short
(less than 2hours). Full price isn't that great value for money if it is discounted might be worth a buy otherwise leave it. I
enjoyed the professional levels. Thanks!
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